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Sta rite heater error code e05

Electric heaters, gas heaters, heat pumps, solar heaters, geothermal heating, solar pools and wood-burning pool heating equipment. Patrick Postby Patrick » Tuesday, February 5, 2008 8:31PM What does it mean when you get an E05 bug on the fireplace? I keep restarting the fireplace but it will give me that bug every few minutes.
Patrick Postby Patrick » Tuesday, February 5, 2008 8:33 PM By the way, the hot one for me E05 error is a Pentair Mastertemp. ndllana Postby ndllana »Monday, March 3, 2008 8:02 pm I have a Pentair Minimax Nt and the E05 bug is igniter/flame/pilot failure. I have the same problem with me right now. custom97 I'm new here Article: 2
Join: Thursday 11 January, 2007 11:11 Postby custom97 » Thursday, April 3, 2008 11:26 Not sure if you've all received any help yet, but the E05 mastertemp error code is related to the flue sensor stack and the NT is, as posted, the flame sensor code. NT will give this code for other reasons also, such as low gas pressure, blocked
orfices or inadequate air flow. The masterTemp stacks flue snsor trips when the emission temperature reaches more than 350 degrees. This is caused by a bad flow or thermo regulator problem that causes water to remain in the exchange and on heat. I hope this will help, sorry for not posting earlier. Bob Perry Postby Bob Perry »
Monday, July 25, 2011 21:16 Our problem is stack Flue Sensor, the wires to the sensor have broken. Probably from the weight of the wire connected time / heat etc. Anyway, I called the pentaire number 800, had to wait about 10 minutes, but the technology was spot on. I ordered a portion (prices vary on the internet around $30 USD)
Good luck to you, but do the tech call of the company first, if you can do some basic troubleshooting should be easy enough. Kenewills Postby Kenewills » Wednesday 10 April, 2013 20:45 If you keep the pool on the button it will show the discharge temperature. - I was showing 80 and then flashing 40. Clearly something's wrong. There is
a sensor on the exhaust that looks like a bolt with 2 wires out of it - it's the chimney sensor stack. I took it out, cleaned the terminal, screwed the sensor back and re-attached the wire terminal. After I did this - no problem. no Postby does » Sunday, May 18, 2014 13:33 Use of keeping pools on donkeys to determine if sensor work has
helped me diagnose. I replaced it and am in business. Thank you for your help. fsk Postby fsk » Monday 16 June 2014 12:45 Kenewills wrote: If you keep the pool on the button it will show the discharge temperature. - I was showing 80 and then flashing 40. Clearly something's wrong. There is a sensor on the exhaust that looks like a bolt
with 2 wires out of it - it's the chimney sensor stack. Take it out, clean the terminal, screwed the sensor back and re-attached the wire terminal. After I did this - no problem. You can post a picture of what we are looking for. We had similar problems with fireplaces We've got it. Worst product ever. Hopefully this will fix it. ds Postby ds »
Saturday 13 September 2014 16:01 fsk wrote: Kenewills wrote: If you keep the pool on the button it will show the discharge temperature. - I was showing 80 and then flashing 40. Clearly something's wrong. There is a sensor on the exhaust that looks like a bolt with 2 wires out of it - it's the chimney sensor stack. I took it out, cleaned the
terminal, screwed the sensor back and re-attached the wire terminal. After I did this - no problem. You can post a picture of what we are looking for. We've had the same problems with the fireplace since we received it. Worst product ever. Hopefully this will fix it. Thank you for working for us!! Back to Solar &amp; Pool Heaters Jump on
Users browsing this forum: No registered users and 0 guest Pool Forums We are here to help you with information and advice on pool maintenance, pool repair and pool construction. Your input and ongoing support is what makes our pool community great. Larry Pentair pool heater comes from the legacy of purex-Triton Minimax heaters,
when Pentair bought purex company. In 2004, Pentair acquired Sta-Rite and Max-E-Therm heater technology. Pentair MasterTemp pool heaters have used a closed combustion chamber with a controlled exhaust design. The MiniMax pool heater design is no longer made by Pentair, but parts will continue to be produced for years to
come, so don't be scared if you have the Pentair Minimax, which shares the gas pool heater design with other brands like Hayward and Raypak. Today's post is special about the not-so-new style of pool heater design, used in pentair MasterTemp and Sta-Rite Max-E-Therm heaters. The difference in design is impressive - traditional gas
heaters burn horizontal burners at the bottom of a square combustion box. The air space above the burner heats up, heating the copper fin tubes located on top of the combustion box. Water circulating through the copper heat exchange tube absorbs heat, and exits the heating a few degrees warmer than when it enters. In contrast, the
Sta-Rite Max-e-Therm pool heater design, now adopted by Pentair, has circular heat exchange tubes, around a combustion cylinder. Gas and air are mixed and burned in the cylinder, warming the tubes wrapped around the central combustion chamber. A blower control panel discharges the fireplace, to maintain accurate combustion and
exhaust gases. Troubleshooting the stacked exchangeer type of fireplace is not much different from other electronic or digital pool heaters. The controls and circuit boards for Max-E-Therm and MasterTemp are quite identical. Even the new on-ground MasterTemp pool heater has a similar design and fix the same problem. The error codes
below can help you get started with what your fireplace is trying to tell you. Good luck! Our Pentair Mastertemp troubleshooting guide starts with error codes shared by both models and tracks a 6-page diagram to gradually troubleshoot the Pentair or Sta-Rite pool fireplace and make it shoot back fast! PENTAIR MASTERTEMP ERROR
CODE PENTAIR MASTERTEMP ERROR CODE MEANS AGS AUTOMATICALLY SHUT DOWN GAS HLS HIGH LIMIT SWITCH PS PRESSURE AFS AIR FLOW SWITCH SFS STACK FLUE SENSOR E01 HIGH LIMIT SENSOR E02 HIGH LIMIT SENSOR E03 ERROR E04 FAN SENSOR E05 STACK FLUE SENSOR PENTAIR
MASTERTEMP ELECTRICAL TROUBLESHOOTING PENTAIR HEATER BURNER TROUBLESHOOTING: The burners on the MasterTemp / Max-e-Therm heaters are quite unique from previous generation pool heaters. Older-style heaters use low-horizontal manimates that provide dozens of individual burners at the bottom of the
burner tray, shown on the left. The MasterTemp/Max-e-Therm heater's burner system is a single burner, called Flame Holder, shown on the right. The burner is located in the center of the combustion chamber, which is surrounded by round copper heat exchangers. The only glow burner is powered by a blower, which regulates emissions
accurately and plays a large role in accurate combustion. PENTAIR HEAT EXCHANGER CRASH HANDLING: The biggest fear about heat exchangers is that corrosion can occur with relatively soft copper fin tubes, causing them to develop needle hole leaks. Very low pH and alkaline for several years can remove copper from the heat
exchangeter and wear thin tube wall paper. Saltwater pools can also develop corrosion around fin welds, which can lead to leaks. Cupro Nickel heat exchanger can be used for much greater resistance to the effects of saline corrosion. Leaky heat exchangeors are often confused with sweating or heat exchangeer condensation. A second
major problem with heat exchangeers is that expanding water conditions and burning poorly can lead to construction of lime scales inside copper pipes, which make heat exchangeers useless and require a replacement. Pentair MasterTemp pool heating department is arranged into 3 'bucket parts' - burner system parts, electrical system
parts, and water system parts. The same is true for StaRite Maxetherm heaters. Just another way that Sta-Rite builds a completely different fireplace. A completely redesigned pool heater allows pentair MasterTemp and Sta-Rite Max-e-Therm to be hotter than 50% smaller in size and footprint. I sincerely hope that this post has helped you
solve your pool hot problem! Thanks for reading! Reading, understanding, and diagnosing Pentair MiniMax NT hot bug codes is confusingly confusing for typical pool owners. In fact, it can be very difficult for any pool owner regardless of his/her skill set. It is simply the nature of the beast. Troubleshooting and diagnosing technical issues
can be more difficult online. It seemed like a catch-22 to me, though. The Internet gives us instant access to tons of information right at our fingertips. However, with all the information available, it can sometimes summon the information and cause more confusion. It is very similar when you are trying to diagnose why your back is sore.
Twenty minutes into reading WebMD and you're halfway through to diagnose yourself with cancer. It can be a very slippery slope. Diagnosis of technical problems on older products is in its own league. Manuals and technical documentation are not as informable to the reader as they are now. Today, manufacturers are more tailored to the
needs of customers. Although the hot Pentair MiniMax NT was produced more than a decade ago, we are still running into pool owners who still own and love their heat and want to fix the problem than buy a new one. When I started my research on pentair MiniMax NT error code, I immediately noticed the lack of resources for this
fireplace. Sure, the most immediate and direct source of information will come from Pentair itself, but it does not address the need for immediate guidance a pool owner can search online. If you have a Pentair MiniMax NT and are experiencing technical problems, this blog is for you. One of the reasons it is difficult to diagnose technical
problems online is because each pool and each heater is different. Small variables in the installation of fireplaces may attribute why one thing can fix a bug code for a pool owner but not the other. In some cases, the cause of an error code may be unique to pool owners and their setup. With that in mind, we've gathered as much
information and tried to include all the different reasons why error codes can present themselves. Not every proposed solution will work for every situation. In case our error guide does not cover your specific issue, or simply does not get rid of your error code, we recommend that you contact Pentair directly at 800-831-7133. LEDs There
are nine lights that can be seen from the front of the panel. Five are system indicators and four are regime indicators. If something is wrong, the lights will assist in troubleshooting. An additional four lights can be seen after opening the panel. These four lights are diagnostic indicators for service technicians to troubleshoot system
problems. Before we dive into the error codes, let's explore the five system indicators. I. This light source shows that a 24VAC power is being supplied to the control circuit. It will remain at all times. If this does not light up, so do the rest of the indicators. Thing can mean 2 things: The external power to the fireplace is disconnected. Check
service dashboard breaker, or fuse. The transformation has failed. II. SW Pressure (Water Pressure Switch) This light shows that the circulatory pump is running properly. The lights will be lit when the Spa/Pool Selecter switch is turned on. If it doesn't light up, the pump may have lost its element or your water flow is limited. Be sure: Verify
if the pump is bait. Check water flow restrictions. There may be a sealed valve or a clogged filter or pump basket. III. The 'Heat' Light Thermo thermo thermo thermo thermos is a sign that your water temperature is falling before the set point. This makes your fireplace to fire to maintain the desired water temperature. IV. Heating Light
'heating' is anytime the thermo regulator has signaled a call for heat. This initiates the ignition safety circuit. Light heating is an indication that your unit has successfully fired the main burner and will stay until the water reaches the desired temperature. V. 'Service' Lamp Service turns off during normal operation of the fireplace. This light
will only appear if there is a problem with the control that occurred, or when the heater was first fired. The MiniMax Error Code Guide Digital Display Temperature Control Screen (DDTC) contains three LEDs with a decimal mark between the first and second. This monitor is also used to display error codes if there is an error in the fireplace
control system or an internal DDTC error. DDTC displays the actual temperature or set point temperature. When DDTC detects an error, the display displays Exx, where Exx is the error code of the DDTC error.   Codes 1 through 9 indicates a soft locking error which means that the heater will continue to function normally and restart
immediately after the bugs are fixed. The ERR code indicates a hard locking error which means you will need to re-establish the power of the heater through the switch on the bottom of the electrically connected box once the faults are fixed. E01- Low voltage system Error Code 'E01' says low voltage system. What exactly causes a low
voltage? The E01 error can be caused by a few things: The electric heater to the incorrect connection to the wrong voltage voltage machine does not export the correct voltage solution Check the voltage that enters the heater. If the voltage is correct, the problem may be the pressure machine. E02- High temperature limit Error code 'E02'
indicates that the high limit sensor has stumbled. A high limit is a safety device that opens the circuit and turns off the heater based on the water temperature setting point in the High Limit Device.  The hot MiniMax NT contains (2) high-limit devices placed on the main input/socket title. One senses the water temperature input and the other
senses the water temperature of the input. To verify, you will need to monitor the voltage through loop to find where it stops and which sensors may have errors. Specifically, you will need to check the voltage on either side of the high limit switch. Sudden shutdowns, such as power shortages or lightning, can also trigger E02 error codes.
Voltage Verification solution passes through high-limit sensors. Replace if necessary. Verify if the heater has been wired correctly E03- Thermal fuse is open error code E03 indicates that the thermal fuse is open. Thermal fuse/shem is a safety device held together by wax. When too high heat is detected in the inner front panel, the fuse
opens the safety circuit causing the heater to be turned off. It is the main job of keeping the heat source from damaging the fireplace. In short, if the thermal fuse is opened, you can have the fire backed up to the fireplace outside the fire box. Thermal fuse test solution. Replace if you see any signs of wear or tear. E04- Fan failure Error



Code 'E04' is an indication that the fan, or blower, has failed. Sometimes obvious signs such as simply hearing unusual noise come from the fan.  Or, sometimes it can be misconceiving. The blower can turn on and the heater may burn in seconds, but will turn off again within seconds. Solution A few things can trigger the E04 error code
that you should check: A bad airflow switch can pipe in the air switch (check if it is chewed or not connected) A bad blower engine E05- Ignition / Flame failure Error Code 'E05' indicates that the ignition has failed. In many cases, the heater can burn up and heat in a few minutes, but shorten out. Usually, this is due to a bad igniter, but not
always. This also happens often with pool owners who have not fired their fireplaces for months. The E05 error code is a fairly generic error code and can be generated for a variety of reasons. Solution A few different possibilities will cause E05 code. Make sure you check: Igniter- Maybe the igniter is bad or just a little rusty. Try cleaning
and restarting the device. You may need to replace it completely. Burner Assembly- Check the rusty debris from the base heat shield louvers. They tend to rust. Bad sensor- Check the sensor to make sure it is not damaged in any way. Try cleaning and restarting the unit. You may need to replace it completely. Intake/outtake- Check
outtake intake and vents for congestion. This will prevent the igniter from starting. Dashboard- You may want to check the lights on the back of the dashboard. Having an alarm light on the back of the board will help you diagnose more problems. Pentair recommends calling a certified Pentair service technician to troubleshoot the board.
E06- Gas Main Valve or Module Failure Although there is not much information for this error online and we are currently waiting for an explanation from Pentair himself, I have found some information in the manual. If you receive the error code E06, you should check: Thermo regulator ** If you see the error code 'E06', we recommend that
you contact Pentair directly and allow them to troubleshoot the device with your phone. ERR- ERROR Code ERR indicates a locking error which means you will need to reestine the power of the heater through the switch on the bottom of the electrically connected box once the errors are fixed. If the Code ERR is displayed on the LED
screen at any time, turn off the heater at the power switch and then turn the heater back on. If the error code is still displayed, call the certified Pentair service technician for repair. We blog like this to help pool owners save as much money as possible. Why pay someone to do something you can easily do yourself? It makes little sense.
However, what makes sense does not bite more than you can chew. If for any reason you are not comfortable doing anything with your unit, no. Heaters are expensive devices and sometimes pool owners can do more harm than good. A good rule is, when in doubt- give Pentair's technical support a call. They will fix hot issues with you
over the phone and help come up with possible solutions. Solution.
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